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THE EAGLE
Ashlyn Ottomeyer,
junior
“Night of Hope means to me a
celebration of the life of Catie
Carter and all of the people
who had cancer, letting them
know we’re all ghting with
them.”

Jeanie Collins,
social media and
marketing director

A Night of Hope
in the remembrance of Catie Carter, and the hope of a
bright future for other cancer warrior

“Night of Hope means
celebrating cancer warriors
both living and passed and
honoring their memory.”

Written by Elle Diffell, photos by Elle Diffell
Cancer can be dated back to the Egyptian times, discovered in
hieroglyphic manuscripts and tumors found on mummies from the
great pyramids. It has plagued human society for millennia,
choosing its victim harshly with seemingly
no reason whatsoever; and those who
endure this disease have no choice but to
desperately seek for the best treatment
possible, hoping for a favorable outcome.
Catie Carter was one of those victims,
diagnosed with cancer at only seven
years old; a bright girl with a sunny
personality and a passion for art. No one
would have ever expected Catie’s life to
change so drastically and suddenly. She

DB Jones, 8th grade
“I believe that Night of Hope
represents possibility and
hope that we might be able to
cure this problem and save
more lives, making the lives of
family members better,
helping them stay together.”

Pictured: Mrs. Carter,
Catie’s mom, and Anna
Cromer, Miss CCA
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fought for every breath, surrounded by friends and family until her
passing. Many see death as the end; a tragic occurrence, a
sorrowful event, the cessation of existence. However, Catie proves
that ideology completely wrong. Although she is not physically
with us, the impact of who she was is lived out in Christ’s Church
Academy’s “Night of Hope,” commonly and affectionately referred
to as “Catie Cares Night.” Each year, a home football game is
designated to remember and honor Catie, gifting roses to others
affected by cancer. The school then collects donations from the
game for Art with a Heart, a nonpro t that helps brighten the lives
of cancer patients. From bedside art studios to virtual video
sessions, Art with a Heart integrates purpose and beauty into the
lives of cancer patients, creating a way for them to therapeutically
channel all their emotions that may come with hospitalization or
stress. Displaying her care, Catie’s love for art is still manifested in
the work that Art with a Heart does every single day.
When someone lives, or dies, for something greater than
themselves, it is noticeable. Night of Hope is not only meaningful
to Catie’s family, but all those who knew her and of her. Catie Cares
Night represents something bigger than just Catie’s story: it
symbolizes the unwavering hope of those who stand against
cancer. CCA’s Social Media and Marketing Director Jeanie Collins
describes, “Night of Hope means celebrating cancer warriors both
living and passed, honoring their memory.” Every Night of Hope
attendee recognizes and respects the movement behind the event.
Student Ashlyn Ottomeyer re ects, “Night of Hope means a
celebration of the life of Catie Carter and celebrating all of the
people who had cancer, letting them know we’re all ghting with
them.” One word that is prevalent in each of these quotes is
“celebration.” It is strange how those who have witnessed and
experienced such great losses due to cancer can describe a cancer
awareness night as a celebration of any kind. However, this only
attests to the faith that Christ’s Church Academy has in continued
efforts towards ghting cancer, and the honor they give to those
who have fought the battle rsthand. Although the battle seems
often hopeless, students, staff, and families at CCA choose to
persevere, not giving up on Catie’s dream for cancer warriors. The
value of family bonds and love for others runs deep in the blood of
all those involved at Christ’s Church Academy, making a difference
in the lives of many others as a result of Night of Hope. As eighth
grader DB Jones puts it, “I believe that Night of Hope represents
possibility and hope that we might be able to cure this problem,
saving more lives and making the lives of family members better,
helping them stay together.”
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Leading the Wa
an interview of Christ’s Church
Academy’s Dean of Students and Lower
School Principa
Written by Elle Diffell, photo by Elle Diffell

Amongst the many changes at CCA this year is
the leadership transition of the Dean of
Students and Upper School Principal Matt
Frahm, and Lower School Principal James
Watts. Both experienced in the day-to-day
operations of academic and student life, Mr.
Frahm and Mr. Watts have already proven to
demonstrate authentic care and competency
throughout the new challenges that come with
their respective roles.
Originating with his
passion for social studies
and history, Mr. Frahm
initially accepted the role
of teaching classes at
CCA, such as AP
Psychology and AP World
History. Undoubtedly the
right person for the job,
his excitement and
genuine interest in the classes he taught is
evident in his classroom. “I found out about
CCA, and I jumped on the opportunity,” he
expresses. Furthermore, Mr. Frahm explains his
attraction to leadership and administrative
positions, and is indicatively thankful and
appreciative of the opportunity he now has to
be in leadership roles. “I’ve always loved being
in leadership positions,” he states, “like in the
military.” An infantry squad leader for his last
two years of deployment, Mr. Frahm learned
to be a “servant leader,” as he describes and
demonstrates through his occupation. Mr.

Born and raised in
Birmingham, England,
Lower School Principal
James Watts contributes a
fresh viewpoint and new
set of ideas to Christ’s
Church Academy. The
youngest of three
brothers, Mr. Watts
describes his younger self
as the studious one,
always seeking to learn
new things and do extra homework. “School
was always a motivation for me,” he recounts,
which is certainly tting for his career now.
When he was twenty- ve, Mr. Watts’s wife, as
well as his mentor and fellow teacher, led him
to Christ, advising him with biblical principals
and praying for his salvation. As he integrated
into the academic industry following his
salvation, Mr. Watt’s nine years of teaching in
the public school system was eye opening to
how contradictory public schools can be
towards the Christian worldview he holds so
dearly. “I got in trouble for having a Bible on
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Frahm’s military service was much different
than working in the private sector and
corporate America; however, he admits, “The
one skill that I probably did get would
probably be leadership, and the ability to really
adapt and embrace bad situations, and
persevere through those bad situations.” His
seasoned sense of organization and in uence
directly translates into the way he operates as
CCA’s Dean of Students and Upper School
Principal. Not only understanding the
individual students’ point of view, but
respecting and accommodating CCA parents,
Mr. Frahm is able to make wise decisions with
a sense of sophisticated and habituated
judgement.
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my desk,” he recalls, “and it got to the point
where I had the realization that I could be in an
environment where I could talk about Jesus; it
just seemed a lot more attractive to me.” This
moment was the catalyst for obtaining a job at
a Christian school, being able to openly
exhibit his biblical beliefs in his every day life;
rst starting as a teacher at CCA, and now as
principal. Driven by his value for a closely-knit
community, Mr. Watts describes his favorite
thing at CCA to be that very thing. “That’s one
of the things that I miss as principal that I had
when I was a teacher... I don’t see everybody as
much as I did last year,” Mr. Watts explains,
demonstrating the joy it brings him to be a
part of a loving, Christian environment. Other
than his love for Christ, what makes Mr. Watts
an outstanding leader is his aptitude for
organization and control over CCA’s daily
operations, ensuring things run smoothly and
the school functions correctly. Although this is
an administrative strength, Mr. Watts contrasts
his consistent organization with his most
valued piece of advice: “It can wait.” He reveals
that he must constantly remind himself that
God’s plan is better than ours, and our school
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is truly in God’s hands, even if that means
humbly relinquishing the control he values so
much.
When asked what their visions are for this
school year, being the last year on this
campus, both Mr. Frahm and Mr. Watts
describe their love for Christ’s Church
Academy’s smaller community and wanting to
continue that same environment onto the new
campus next year. Acknowledging the many
memories held in CCA’s current residence, but
looking forward to what God has in store at
the new campus, Mr. Frahm and Mr. Watts are
thrilled for CCA’s future, believing that God’s
blessing on the school will continue for many
years to come.
Additionally, Mr. Watts is planning a schoolwide movement called “I Am Third,” which
allows students and teachers to submit stories
about students and staff who have been a
blessing to others in outstanding ways. Then,
each month, each student nominated receives
an “I Am Third” t-shirt in recognition of their
commitment to godly actions and principles.
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Unit
the senior retreat for the class of 2022
Written by Sara Tran, photos by Elle Diffell

Initially, I was skeptical of the notion of a senior
retreat. Being away from my bed and instead
spending forty-eight hours with my classmates
did not sound all too appealing. My brother,
who had gone before urged me to go, and I
am happy I stuck with my choice. Upon arrival
at the campgrounds, the rst thing everyone
did was sit out along the shore of the lake and
bask in the sunlight. That intimate, quite
moment was a serene start to a memorable
trip. Thinking back upon the trip, there were so
many stand-out
moments that I know
I am going to be
carrying with me
forever and will be
retelling for years to
come. Launching into
the air, ailing around
as a fruitless attempt to catch myself, before
nally making contact with the water, singing
together all as a class during the biblical
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sessions, holding
my shaky breath
beneath the veil of
night so as to not
get caught during
manhunt. Stargazing
in an empty eld with a friend who I had not
seen in a year, hysterically laughing whilst
struggling to pull half my classmates on a
dinky paddle boat in the middle of the lake.
Smiling whilst teaching old and new faces
different ukulele chores. Screaming because
there was a mouse in our cabin. Such
moments make me so incredibly warm to
reminisce upon.
I implore any underclassmen who may be
reading to go to the retreat. Nothing brings a
grade closer than having to share a single
bathroom, that’s for sure. Put yourself out
there, let loose, have fun. Make the most of
your senior year.
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Teddy Bear Day
a donation drive for Bears on Patro
Written by Elle Diffell, photos by Elle Diffell

In honor of Theodore “Teddy” Roosevelt’s
birthday, Student Council designated
Thursday, September 9, as a day to focus on
the importance of giving. In continuing our
school-wide efforts of unity, Student Council
opened Teddy Bear Day to every grade level
at CCA, encouraging elementary students and
high schoolers alike to participate. The
purpose of this event is to assist “Bears on
Patrol” helping children all over Jacksonville
through a campaign sponsored and utilized
by the Jacksonville Police Department. The
program comforts children that have just
experienced a traumatic circumstance with a
teddy bear that is stored in the back of a
police vehicle. This partnership between
Christ’s Church Academy and the Jacksonville
Police Department further expresses the
message of Jesus, displaying the Christian
heart for those who are hurting.
Since the event was mainly geared toward
younger children, Student Council did not
expect this event to be popular amongst the
majority of the middle and high school
students, but you can imagine our
astonishment when over two hundred stuffed

“Jesus said, ‘Let the little children come to me,
and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of
heaven belongs to such as these.’” - Matthew
19:14
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animals were donated by a myriad of students
from almost every class. Filled with joy,
kindergarteners leapt from their seat to hand
Mrs. Williams their bears that they were so
very proud of, and the smiles that illuminated
the faces of the high schoolers when donating
their teddy bears was signi cantly
encouraging as well. Student Council would
like to thank every single student, teacher, staff
member, and family member who chose to
support the great cause of “Bears on Patrol.”
Those stuffed animals, insigni cant and small
they may seem, may be the only thing that
comforts a child in the midst of hardship and
crisis.
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Doers

Looking Ahea

a discussion om the book of James

a view into the goals of National Honors
Society

Written by Evan Pall, student body chaplain

Written by Ryan Bromm, society president

One of the advantages of going to Christ’s
Church Academy is the Christian-based
atmosphere we are able to experience every
single day. We are able to hear a Bible verse
and prayer every morning over the
announcements, and students attend Bible
classes everyday. On Tuesdays we have chapel
and discussion groups every Wednesday.
Because we are constantly taught God’s Word
and the Good News of Jesus, I believe that
sometimes it gets repetitive, and we tend to
tune it out. However, in the book of James,
God’s Word says, “But be doers of the word,
and not hearers only, deceiving yourselves. For
if anyone is a hearer of the word and not a
doer, he is like a man who looks intently at his
natural face in a mirror. For he looks at himself
and goes away and at once forgets what he
was like.” Oftentimes we hear God’s Word at
school and do nothing with it. But, if we
continue reading, James writes, “But the one
who looks into the perfect law, the law of
liberty, and perseveres, being no hearer who
forgets but a doer who acts, he will be blessed
in his doing.” So, as we go throughout our
year, let us not just be hearers of the Word, but
let us be doers!
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NHS faced challenges last year because of the
lack of opportunities due to COVID-19. Many
organizations were not allowing outside
volunteers to come participate in projects
because of the risks. However, many
companies have opened back up to allow
drives and other volunteer-based help. Our
team is eager to reinstate our involvement.
This year, we plan to reunite our school and
our community through NHS service projects.
We have a team of incredible individuals who
are devoted to service and excited about
participating in this year’s mission; we have
already started organizing projects for each
month of the school year. On behalf of all NHS
members, I can say that we have never been
more equipped with tools for success than we
are this year!
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Back to our Roots

Te ing a Story

what Tri-M National Music Honors
Society is truly abou

the motivations behind every National
Art Honors Society project

Written by Elle Diffell, society president

Written by Hannah Jones, society president

My vision for the National Art Honors Society
2021-2022 is to create more opportunities for

Music is simply God’s gift to his creation so
that they can fully express their love and
appreciation for all He has done. That was its
intended purpose from its beginning, and is
still holding true to that fact today. When our
hearts authentically behold the majesty of
God’s love in sending His Son as payment for
our sins, we cannot help but worship Him with
our whole being. The ebbs and ows of music
lull our hearts into His presence, creating a
more receptive spirit to His Word. That is his
gift to us, and Tri-M’s primary purpose is to
utilize that gift to best draw people into the
presence and heart of the Father.
This year, our team will tirelessly work to create
honoring, beautiful music in our worship of
God. Due to our wide variety of musicians,
from guitarists to trombone players and
everything in between, we are con dant that
we can produce quality music that speaks to
the hearts of listeners through events such as
the Christmas program, Night of Worship,
band concerts, fundraisers, and weekly
chapels.
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the students to further their interest in all
mediums of art in an encouraging and
supportive environment. Service projects are
our main goal this year, as they provide a
means for NAHS members to leave behind a
legacy for future members of the CCA
community to enjoy. Our projects include the
storyline mural in the library, as well as the
upcoming Christmas tree project. Our hearts
and souls are poured into every project and
are always so much fun to work on with each
other. This year we are aiming to facilitate
participation and excitement in our new
members and create so many memorable
moments for the graduating seniors to look
back on and remember with fondness. Mrs.
Daniels and the NAHS of cers are so excited
for this year, and everything that it has in store!
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Making a Di erence

For the Record

the esh feel Key Club is fu y ready to
embrace

you make the year, we make the book
Written by Elle Diffell, yearbook editor

Written by Hunter Luken, society president

Key Club is going to be exceptional. This year,
it is packed with students eager to make a
difference in their communities, especially
after having opportunities limited due to
COVID-19. Multiple service projects are
already in the works! We cannot wait to touch
the hearts of our community and alleviate the
constant stress and pressure surrounding us.
Our main purpose this year is to show God’s
love through our service. I am excited to see
where this year takes us!
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This year is one of the most signi cant and
noteworthy at Christ’s Church Academy for
many reasons. Not only is it our last year on
our current property, but the fresh winds of
new leadership, new staff members, and new
students are quickly ushering in a new era for
CCA. It is easy to get caught up in the
excitement of all the changes, and looking
forward is never a bad thing; however, the
yearbook staff is choosing to use the
2021-2022 issue to look back, treasuring every
moment and memory of this school year.
During our rst meeting, many members of
the yearbook staff expressed the importance
of living in the present, and how that principle
could translate into the design, photography,
and written aspects of the yearbook. If you
have not already noticed, our photographers
are present at many of CCA’s events, covering
every activity, sport, extracurricular, and event,
and ensuring that the memories made this
year will never be forgotten and will live on in
the yearbook for many years to come. I am so
excited for this year’s issue; our team is
dedicated to their responsibilities and thrilled
about the work we have accomplished so far!
Let’s make it a great year.
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Queen Elizabeth I’s
Speech at Tilbury
a rhetorical analysi
Written by Charlotte Nolan

Queen Elizabeth I, in her speech to the troops
at Tilbury in 1588, kindles the patriotic ame in
the hearts of her soldiers as they ready for
battle with Spain, so that they may face the
enemy and emerge in victory together. Queen
Elizabeth upholds her declaration of truth and
unity through her masterful use of inclusive
diction, erce antithesis, and unyielding
appeals to the troops’ allegiance to the nation.
The queen’s purpose is to reinforce the mutual
ties of truth that bind a ruler and her soldiers
and amplify the party between them in order
to instill the idea of belonging in the troop’s
hearts and spark pride for their country within
them in preparation for the oncoming battle.
Queen Elizabeth ef ciently begins her speech
by pledging herself to the troops, expressing
the sameness between them, and solidifying
the bond that bridges the soldiers and their
leader. The queen fuses these ties through her
unifying diction, saying “we commit ourselves
to armed multitudes.” This language includes
Queen Elizabeth in the battle, aids in building
partnership, and demonstrates Elizabeth’s
personal courage, not only as a queen but a
comrade. This equality leads the troops to be
con dent in the judgment of the queen and
have pride in themselves.
Assure in her own strength, Queen Elizabeth
acknowledges her physical weakness as
nothing more than an appearance that will not
impair her in pursuit of battle. Elizabeth has
“the body but of a weak and feeble woman”
that she juxtaposes with her “heart and
stomach of a king.” The distinction in her

Throughout her speech, Queen Elizabeth
coaxes the troops’ nationalism to the forefront
of their being before facing their enemy
through her compensation for loyalty and
solidarity. Elizabeth commends the boldness
the troops have shown thus far and praises
them for having “deserved rewards and
crowns,” even before engaging n their famous
victory. She denounces distrust and betrayal
by calling the troops her “chiefest strength and
safeguard.” Queen Elizabeth’s appeals to
patriotism allow for wholeness and
concurrence between the armed soldiers so
they will ght together against Spain.
In the face of the battle, Queen Elizabeth I
pursues the revelation of her troops to form a
whole army that ghts together and suffers
together.
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interpretation downplays her commonplace
femininity by accentuating her commitment to
success and fearlessness in the face of death.
Queen Elizabeth attributes herself as a “king
of England,” declaring that she is equally
capable as rules prior. Elizabeth’s ferocious
statement encourages the soldiers’
admiration, respect, and faith towards her.
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